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Abstract—In team-based workplaces, reviewing and reflecting on the content from a previously held meeting can lead to better planning and preparation. However, ineffective meeting summaries can impair this process, especially when participants have difficulty remembering what was said and what its context was. To assist with this process, we introduce MeetingVis, a visual narrative-based approach to meeting summarization. MeetingVis is composed of two primary components: (1) a data pipeline that processes the spoken audio from a group discussion, and (2) a visual-based interface that efficiently displays the summarized content. To design MeetingVis, we create a taxonomy of relevant meeting data points, identifying salient elements to promote recall and reflection. These are mapped to an augmented storyline visualization, which combines the display of participant activities, topic evolutions, and task assignments. For evaluation, we conduct a qualitative user study with five groups. Feedback from the study indicates that MeetingVis effectively triggers the recall of subtle details from prior meetings: all study participants were able to remember new details, points, and tasks compared to an unaided, memory-only baseline. This visual-based approaches can also potentially enhance the productivity of both individuals and the whole team.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In business, collaborative, and team-based environments, meetings are a common occurrence. As the number and duration of meetings is steadily increasing [1], an essential skill for today’s workers is being able to recall and reflect the information from previously attended discussions, to better prepare for both upcoming meetings and future work [2].

One way to assist recall is by presenting key points and takeaways in the form of a meeting summary [3]. Automatic, text-based summarization provides a succinct method to describe a meeting’s primary focuses [4], but it fails at depicting deeper, multifaceted contexts such as: “What are the contributions of each participant? How important is each topic?” This limits its overall utility.

Meeting browsers provide another way for reviewing meetings, as they combine recorded audio and video in a playback interface [5]. This interface enables a more thorough review, where the complete, fully-recorded meeting content is available. Nevertheless, using a meeting browser has a drawback, as it can be difficult to perceive the overall discussion at a glance and requires searching across the whole history to find individual conversation points.

In contrast, visual-based meeting summaries present a more efficient and effective approach. Prior work in the area of meeting visualization has used verbal statements to frame a meeting as a set of thematic progressions (e.g., [6], [7]). Key discussion areas can be quickly reviewed to identify the relevant topics of interest as the meeting evolves over time. These efforts primarily focus visualization on a single dimension of meetings by constructing a recognizable picture of what is discussed.

However, in considering the narrative structure of an event (e.g., who? when? what? how?), we see that individual meetings are composed of several primary elements: specific individuals who interact with each other, a time period during which this interaction occurs, a set of topical points which frame the discussion, etc. There is a lack of systematic study on what meeting elements can be represented using visual cues, how these cues can be visually combined, and what impact they have on memory retrieval.

Motivated by this shortcoming, we have developed MeetingVis: a lightweight, intuitive, and informative visual interface to facilitate the review and recall of meetings. MeetingVis is based on the idea that the narrative-based visualization of meeting elements will help a participant to remember both the content and context of a prior-attended meeting. To develop MeetingVis, we first derive a taxonomy of meeting data elements, which are categorized according to their communication channel and analysis degree. From this taxonomy,
we then identify a set of five primary narrative elements to summarize a meeting: participants, topics, tasks, timeline, and interaction, which map to the major elements of a story. Third, we encode and display the five selected meeting elements by augmenting the base storyline visualization technique [8] with additional visual features. As a result, MeetingVis succinctly summarizes meetings by encoding participant activities, topic evolutions, and task assignments. The backend data pipeline of MeetingVis leverages Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, including speech recognition, speaker recognition, topic modeling and information extraction.

To evaluate the effectiveness of MeetingVis in assisting recall, we conduct an exploratory user study with five groups of participants. Our study results show that MeetingVis is capable of triggering the memory of both the “specific images” (the content) as well as the “bigger pictures” (the context) from discussions. Visualizing meeting elements in a narrative manner also facilitates reflection by individuals on their participation and overall collaboration. We conclude this paper with a discussion on how visualization approaches can increase productivity for upcoming meetings and provide insight when planning future work.

The contributions of our work include:

- A visual summary system that displays the narrative elements to summarize a meeting.
- A systematic analysis, based on a taxonomy of meeting elements, that determines a set of primary narrative-based meeting elements for promoting recall.
- A data pipeline that captures the audio of a meeting and automatically processes it into the necessary meeting elements for display.
- A qualitative experiment that evaluates the effectiveness of the system in supporting recall and reflection, both of meeting content and context.

2 RELATED WORK

MeetingVis builds on prior research for the review and recall of meetings: augmented note-taking techniques, meeting information retrieval methods, and multi-party conversation visualizations.

2.1 Augmented Note-Taking Techniques

Note-taking is the practice of recording information, such as points of discussion during a meeting or oration from a lecturer. Taking notes has been shown to improve recall and learning outcomes [9], [10]. Based on analysis of the note-taking process [11], [12], various augmented note-taking techniques have been employed to help recall meetings. Kalnikait et al. [13] designed markup tools where users highlight and/or mark personally relevant notes from transcripts generated by ASR. Nathan et al. [14] integrated annotations created by meeting attendees into recordings and evaluated whether or not they assisted non-attendees in information retrieval. Willett et al. [15] explored how visualization techniques can support reflection, organization, and collaboration around digital notes, such as with a visual dashboard containing notes, text, and metadata.

In general, these works exploit manual note-taking techniques to highlight specific but important points of information.

In contrast, MeetingVis combines visualization and HCI design with a data pipeline architecture to automatically create a meeting summary. It can be used as a complementary, automatic summarization technique, organizing and displaying elements based on their narrative structure and providing a more thematic and contextual overview.

2.2 Meeting Information Retrieval Methods

Various information and multimedia channels can be collected from a meeting. The simplest approach is filming the discussion or recording the spoken audio, which can be loaded into meeting browsers for review and information retrieval [5]. Kern et al. [16] suggested wearable sensor systems for meeting participants. These generate personal, contextual data points, such as speaker segments, body movements, and the changing postures of participants. James et al. [17] improved meeting video retrieval by graphically illustrating memory cues such as room layout, participant names, and sitting positions. Yu et al. [18] developed MeetingAssistant, featuring context-aware browsing in which meeting information is selected and shown based on users’ situational contexts. Girgensohn et al. [19] created HyperMeeting, which synchronizes and indexes videos from videoconferencing attendees by speaker and topic. Hunter et al. [20] developed MemTable, which supports media capture through channels such as drawing on physical paper, text input, semantic searching, and temporal browsing.

Most of these approaches focus on augmenting direct media representations (e.g., videos, audios) with additional context-enabling cues, rather than abstractly encoding data points with visualization. However, our work is similar in that MeetingVis uses cues to help trigger recall. Both approaches are based in cognitive theory to help participants reconstruct the meeting’s flow, overall experience, and specific items that were discussed.

2.3 Multi-Party Conversation Visualizations

Conversation-based visualizations present discussions between two or more participants. Usually, the focus includes showing the topical aspects of the meeting, allowing for thematic review and analysis of the discussed content. ChAT [6] uses a matrix view to track meeting characteristics, including who talked to whom, when it happened, and the entities that were discussed. Meeting Adjourned [21] presents topical discussions as a series on a linear timeline with a corresponding list of action items. SUVI [7] visualizes meetings in two ways: a storyboard depicts the chronological sequence and a newspaper layout illustrates topics in relation to their relevance. ConToVi [22] uses a visual sedimentation metaphor to display participants’ behavior patterns and conversational flows in a radial manner. IdeaWall [23] dynamically groups the content of conversations based on the thematic structure. NEREx [24] presents the relations of named-entity pairs in conversation transcripts to help the exploratory analysis of multi-party conversations.

Similarly, MeetingVis visualizes the discussed topical content of meetings. However, by taking a narrative-based approach, MeetingVis includes significant context information, such as how participant communication, interaction, and involvement changes over time.
3 **Construction of Meeting-Story Mapping**

Our goal is to design a narrative-based visual summary for the purpose of improving meeting recall. To this end, we analyze salient meeting elements, identify elements based on their narrative structures and potential to invoke recall, and map these elements onto augmented storyline visualizations. The resulting meeting-to-story mapping is used to drive the design of a visual summary system.

### 3.1 Identifying and Categorizing Meeting Elements

We begin by identifying meeting elements that can be used to depict or review a meeting. To do this, we reviewed the data and metadata points discussed in prior research (e.g., [18], [25]) and by existing applications for meeting review (e.g., Minute [26], MeetingKing [27]).

These elements are organized into a taxonomy of four classes shown in Fig. 1. There are two main dimensions for determining the classification of a meeting element: its communication channel and analysis degree. Each dimension has two options that an element can fall into.

Communication channel divides elements based on whether they are content- or context-based. Content data is recordable and/or extractable from the meeting itself. This includes words spoken by attendees and the thematic topics that are discussed. Alternatively, contextual meeting elements act as cues by being present within the meeting environment itself. This includes the participants present and additional resources that are brought to the meeting, such as presentation slides or meeting notes.

The second classification dimension is analysis degree. It refers to how meeting elements may be cognitively divided. Perceptual and environmental describes low-level data schemes, such as speaker vocal inflections and the location of the meeting. Semantic and additive describes data from higher-level syntheses such as keyword extraction and the analysis of additional, contextualizing meeting resources.

### 3.2 Selecting Elements to Show Narrative Structure

Showing all possible meeting elements at once would be inefficient and is likely unnecessary for triggering recall. In our case, we attempt to identify a subset of salient elements that will simultaneously provoke specific memories while providing an efficient summary of the meeting for review purposes.

To help determine the set of meeting elements to use, we first conducted a sample survey with ten professionals who regularly attend meetings (five scientific researchers, two professors, two software engineers, and a business product manager). Each was asked questions about note-taking including: (1) What is the meeting information that participants commonly record for later recall? (2) What is the meeting information that participants want but cannot acquire due to constraints (e.g., time limits, analysis requirements)? Based on their feedback, the three most popular meeting elements were defined as: (1) participants, the people taking part in the meeting, (2) topics, the discrete, thematic subjects discussed during the meeting, and (3) tasks, the action items assigned for future work.

We next considered recall of meeting elements from a cognitive perspective. At this level, recall can be defined as information retrieval from episodic memory [3]. Retrieving such memories requires that the narrative structure (e.g., the who, when, what, how knowledge of the occurrence), which compose a concrete, underlying topology of episodic memory, be specified explicitly [28], [29], [30]. The three above–defined meeting elements already answer the who and what of the meeting. To fulfill the when and how, we specify two additional meeting elements: (4) meeting data should be arrayed along a timeline to provide temporal context, and (5) the interaction between participants addresses the context as the discussion evolves. These five elements, noted in Table 1, are chosen to summarize a meeting and invoke recall.

### 3.3 Meeting-Story Mapping

The next step is to structure the five defined meeting elements to visually summarize a meeting. Based on their definitions, we map the five meeting elements to a set of narrative components that exist within all stories: character, setting, plot, conflict, theme and point of view [31] (see Table 2). These story elements and their connections to each other are shown in Fig. 2a, (note that point of view is not included because it is largely

---

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Element</th>
<th>Narrative Structure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Who</td>
<td>The people taking part in the discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>What</td>
<td>The discrete subjects discussed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks</td>
<td>What</td>
<td>The action items assigned for future work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeline</td>
<td>When</td>
<td>The temporal context of other meeting elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>How</td>
<td>The level and type of discussion between participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Story Element</th>
<th>Narrative Structure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>Who</td>
<td>The people or other being that the story is about</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot</td>
<td>What</td>
<td>The sequence of events in a story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>What</td>
<td>An idea or point that is central to a story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>When, Where</td>
<td>The time and location describing the surroundings of the story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>How</td>
<td>The challenge main characters need to solve to achieve their goals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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determined by writing convention), and the equivalent structuring of meeting elements is shown in Fig. 2b.

In a story, the setting, characters, and plot are intricately connected. Characters interact with each other through conflict. These elements are in support of an overall theme, the central idea of the story.

The meeting elements are similarly arranged. Here, timeline, participants, and topics are connected. Interactions between participants are demonstrated as communication. The overall resolutions of the meeting are akin to tasks, which are decided upon as future agendas or action items that participants agree to perform for future work.

Given this narrative-based framing, a chosen visualization metaphor should emphasize these types of connections. We choose storyline visualization [8] for our base technique, as it is effective for representing interacting and grouped entities over time. Meeting participants map to lines and cluster together as they participate in the discussion over the duration of the meeting. We describe the visual mapping in detail the next section.

4 MEETINGVIS DESIGN

We now describe the visual interface and data pipeline implementation details for MeetingVis. The design requirements based on the sample survey are as follows:

**DR1** Provide an intuitive representation of meeting elements. Recognizable, explorable, simplified visuals make it easy for participants to understand meeting data by lowering the required cognitive threshold.

**DR2** Organize meeting elements to trigger recall of specific memories. Visually summarizing a meeting requires connecting elements as correlated components instead of independent events. Highlighting key interaction points (e.g., who talks about what at when during the meeting) reveals the underlying narrative structure when supporting memory recall.

**DR3** Enable user refinement of automatically generated meeting results. Meeting attendees might modify their notes afterward, adding to their memory banks. Human-in-the-loop (HITL) is an effective strategy for optimizing or amending the summary results. Users should be provided with the options to edit, add/remove topics, and tweak other stylistic settings.

We note here that, in this design, our focus is creating a lightweight design that effectively summarizes and visualizes a meeting while triggering recall. Therefore, we intentionally omit standard data points that are commonly found in meeting browsers— notably access to the raw recorded audio, video, and speech transcript. For a full-featured system, these metadata elements can easily be integrated. See Section 7.1 for more discussion.

4.1 Augmented Storyline Visualization (DR1 & DR2)

MeetingVis’s visual interface shows the five meeting elements around three components: participant activities, task assignments, and topic evolutions. Three data points—interactions between participants along the meeting’s timeline—map to the base storyline technique. To show topics and tasks, we augment the view with additional features.

4.1.1 Participant Activities and Task Assignments

Each participant is shown as a color-coded line that tracks from left-to-right, as shown in Fig. 3 B-(i). Interaction is demonstrated by horizontal temporal positioning; when participants discuss the same topic, their lines cluster together for that portion of the timeline. We measure each person’s conversational contribution by counting the amount of words spoken over the course of the meeting [13], which is encoded in their line thickness (a thicker line means a participant is speaking more at that point in time).

Participant activities can be analyzed by reviewing how their lines converge/diverge and how their thicknesses compare in relation to each other.

To denote assigned tasks, we append a triangle glyph to participant lines. To see a task description, hovering on the glyph pops up a tooltip with detail information, as shown in Fig. 3 B-(ii). As opposed to a linked list of action items, integrating tasks directly onto the presentation of participants immediately reveals which participants have been assigned tasks, how many tasks are assigned, and what each task entails in a single view.

4.1.2 Topic Evolutions

To show extracted topics that are discussed during the meeting, we append “topic bubbles” behind the storyline, as shown in Fig. 3 B-(iii). These are color-coded according to the number of participants that join the topic. A topic is colored “warm” when it contains more than half of meeting participants, “cool” when it has less. Each bubble has an attached word cloud, as shown in Fig. 3 B-(iv). This cloud contains a set of keywords which are extracted from the discussion pertaining to the topic. Keyword size is based on its importance. Word clouds are hidden by default and shown by hovering over a topic bubble with the mouse.

4.2 User Interface and Interaction (DR3)

The augmented storyline visualization makes up the main view in our tool (called the Storyline View); other components include the Title View, Edit Panel, and Control Panel, as shown in Fig. 3 A-D. The purpose of these are:
A **Title View:** Shows header information about the meeting, its name, date, and a color key for visual elements.

B **Storyline View:** Displays the augmented storyline visual interface.

C **Edit Panels:** Used to adjust stylistic and data elements, such as editing, adding/removing a topic or a keyword.

D **Control Panel:** Used to brush and zoom along the main Storyline View.

### 4.3 Data Pipeline Implementation

MeetingVis’s data pipeline (Fig. 4) utilizes NLP techniques to automatically capture and process meeting data. The architecture contains four backend components: speech recognition, speaker recognition, topic modeling, and information extraction.

#### 4.3.1 Speech Recognition

Given a full audio recording of a meeting, the speech recognition component outputs the speech of participants as a word file. For this, we use Google Speech Recognition wrapped in the SpeechRecognition python module [32]. Google Speech API has a consistently higher accuracy in determining the words spoken (above 90 percent with the Standard American accent) when compared to other tools.

#### 4.3.2 Speaker Recognition

The speaker recognition component uses Microsoft Cognitive Services API [33]. We first train the voices of each participant with three 20-second samples. Next, we segment the meeting into 5 second intervals and request the service for the corresponding speaker of each segment. We match the speaker to speech recognition results of that particular segment. To ensure the accuracy and consistency of both speech and speaker recognition, we use the same microphone for voice training and meeting recordings.

#### 4.3.3 Topic Modeling

We use the Topics over Time [34] model to find relevant topics by time segment throughout the meeting. The algorithm is based on word co-occurrences and time-localization. We utilize this topic model because it works well with timestamp metadata and time segmentation, as the meeting transcript is broken into time fragments.

#### 4.3.4 Information Extraction

Natural Language Toolkit [35] is used to perform information extraction, analyzing the transcript to assign tasks to certain participants based on the content of the meeting. We go line by line through the transcript, breaking each sentence into tokens and looking for particular verb sequences that indicate being assigned a task, such as “to do”, “to handle”, or “to take on”. Once a sequence is found without a negative in front, we backtrack from that point to find a pronoun or proper noun in order to map the action to a particular individual. We then analyze the line or lines that follow to check that the individual confirmed the task. Finally, we add this task to an object representing that individual. This process eventually builds up a table that stores the tasks participants have assigned to one another.

---

**Fig. 3.** Screenshot of the MeetingVis interface. (A) Title View shows header information about the meeting; (B) Storyline View displays augmented storyline visualization of the meeting. Users can click to review the details of a topic bubble and a task triangle; (C) Edit Panel enables topic adding, editing, or removing; (D) Control Panel is used to brush and zoom along the main Storyline View. The storyline summarizes the meeting of one discussion group from our user study with encoded participants' names.

**Fig. 4.** The MeetingVis data pipeline for capturing, processing, and viewing meeting data.
5 Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of MeetingVis, we conducted a qualitative experiment with five discussion groups (termed G1-G5). To help direct analysis we posed three research questions to answer:

RQ1 How do participants perceive the visualization?
RQ2 How does the system support memory retrieval?
RQ3 What refinement strategies are applied to the automatically generated result?

5.1 Method

The study was composed of three phases: (1) the group’s meeting phase, (2) a post-meeting recall phase to view the visual summary, and (3) the subsequent explore phase where participants could refine the autogenerated results.

Meeting Phase. In the meeting phase, we recorded each group’s discussion. For G1, G2, and G3, we attended a regularly scheduled meeting for their ongoing projects, which is the most prevalent meeting purpose [36]. For G4 and G5, each group was told that they were a committee tasked with organizing a charity event [13]; they had to make decisions such as the charity’s cause, the food and refreshments, and assign responsibilities.

A camera and microphone recorded each meeting; the experimenters were not present to minimize any obtrusive effect. Participants were encouraged to maintain their usual meeting behavior which might boost memory such as taking notes, and were told a follow-up session would be conducted the next week. After each meeting, the audio feed was processed according to the data pipeline steps in Fig. 4. To ensure accuracy, two external, independent auditors compared these results by checking them against the meeting’s video recording.

Recall and Explore Phases. Meeting participants were asked to come to our lab one week after the recorded meeting (before their next regular meeting) to conduct the recall and explore phases. Both phases were done individually to prevent group synergy.

For the recall phase, we asked each participant to verbally walk through their prior meeting using only memory. This established a recall baseline from which to estimate the add-on benefits that our tool could provide. We then demonstrated a mock, summarized meeting to teach the visual layout. After this, we loaded the participant’s own meeting in the viewer and asked them to review and investigate it. While doing this, they used think-aloud protocol to state any additional remembered details. Once satisfied in reviewing the meeting, we administered a short survey and questionnaire where participants rated how the visualization affected their memory experience (adapted from [37]) using a 5-point Likert scale. Specifically, the questionnaire asked to rate how MeetingVis affected the following:

- Usefulness. The new details you recall are useful for the next meeting.
- Informativeness. The important points of the meeting are represented in the summary.
- Readability. It is generally easy to tell who or what is being referred to in the summary.
- Vividness. Your memories are very vivid and detailed.
- Time perspective. Your memories for the hour when the event took place are clear.
- Accessibility. Your memories are easy for you to recall.
- Coherence. Your memories come back to you as a logical, coherent story, not in bits and pieces.
- Sensory details. Your memories for this event involve a lot of physical reactions and sensory information (sounds, etc.).
- Valence. The impact on your memory is positive.

For the explore phase, we introduced the tool’s edit functionality. Each participant was allowed to refine and stylize the automated summary according to their personal preferences. When they reached a satisfactory result, a semi-structured interview about the usability of the system was conducted.

For both phases, participants sat with a proctor at a computer station (an iMac with 2560 × 1440 display). A microphone recorded audio, and the proctor observed the actions and strategies used by participants. The program logs of user actions were recorded for later references.

5.2 Participants

Discussion groups were recruited via college mailing lists. Our recruitment material specified that we were looking for pre-existing project groups of 4-10 members who have regular weekly meetings. The five groups had a total of 28 participants (7 females) with an average age of 24.9 (SD = 5.9), and included college students, researchers, and professionals from genetics, computer science, bioinformatics, neurobiology, and managerial economics backgrounds (see Table 3). Participants completed a brief demographic survey before starting the experiment and we recorded a voice sample of each for the speaker recognition step in the data processing pipeline.

All participants took part in the meeting phase, and 19 participants (4 females) with an average age of 27.4 (SD = 5.4) completed the recall and explore phases. A majority of participants (79 percent) noted that they have the habit of recalling a meeting to prepare for the next meeting using unaided memory (73.7 percent) or personal notes (42.1 percent).
6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In the recall phase, users first walked through the meeting using memory only. In assessing memory baselines, most users could either list off the main set of topics that were discussed or go through the meeting points, but struggled to remember many of the details.

Compared to the baseline, all 19 users were able to recall new items from their meetings by using MeetingVis, such as more detailed descriptions of discussions, critical points, and the order of topics discussed. When reviewing a meeting summary, most users (12/19) first explored the topic bubbles and word clouds, moving through each in chronological order, before reading the tasks assigned to each person. Several users (4/19) reviewed topics based on size, starting with the largest.

Quantitatively, our tool rated highly based on the questionnaire results, including aspects regarding user experience, summary evaluation, and memory evaluation (see Fig. 5). There was variation however in both how much it helped and which of the visual elements were considered as relevant. To better explain this, we now discuss observations and user feedback for the three posed research questions (RQ1-RQ3).

6.1 RQ1: How Users Perceived the Visualization

6.1.1 Topic Bubbles to Bring up More Details

All users found the topic bubbles and keyword clouds helpful; these were usually the first visual feature noted. Users thought this visualization reminded them of parts and aspects of the meeting that they had not previously thought of (see New Details rating in Fig. 5, $\mu = 4.33, \sigma = 0.69$). “As we go over this, like a bigger view, we could be like, ‘oh, I remember at that time at the meeting we’re talking about...’ And we just go to this block specifically” (G1P5). “I completely did not recall this ‘Airbnb’ conversation, that’s an important part in our meeting, so it definitely helps me remember that!” (G3P1). Most users were quickly able to scan the weighted words for each topic and pick out personally relevant ones. “The word cloud helps me to remember the context that we were talking them in. So when I think of a keyword, I think, ‘okay, why did we say that keyword. Oh, cause we were talking about these at that time’” (G4P1).

Five users mentioned that the topic bubbles imply discrete breaks in conversation; they considered this confusing. They suggested that the tool should show the transition between topics better. Another noted that some topics seemed to bleed into each other due to the nature of their discussion and that the topic segmentation could be improved. A majority of users recommended that we should include automatic topic labeling as a feature.

6.1.2 Participant Lines for Tracking Individual Activities and Interactions

More than half of the users analyzed the participant lines and their groupings, it was easy for them to map their meeting experience onto participant line presentation. “It’s very clear on who talked, and how much they talked. This line did help in terms of if I’m still there or not” (G1P4). One method of identifying individual contribution was to track the line thickness over time. “I obviously talked a little too much” (G4P1). “Thickness is a very straightforward representation. [G4P1] was driving this meeting, it’s easy to see that! [G4P4] also talked part of it, and the rest of us talked equal parts” (G4P2).

Several users asked about the vertical temporal placement of lines, and noted that it should be used to encode individual verbal contribution. Another user suggested that we use line breaks to denote inactive meeting participants as opposed to having lines leave and re-enter topic bubbles.

6.1.3 Timelines for Cognitive Orientation

Timelines organize events in a chronological sequence, from which users were able to reconstruct the experience (see Time Perspective rating in Fig. 5, $\mu = 4.00, \sigma = 0.84$). “Going through the timeline puts me in a time perspective and adds a lot of visual content to my recollection of the memory. So I can replay it from beginning to end with greater accuracy” (G3P1). Participants used the time scale to evaluate each topic of the discussion. “I feel it’s really useful to have a timeline for me to say, ‘hey this conversation took twenty minutes or that took ten seconds’ by looking at the horizontal axis.” (G1P3).

Most users brushed timeline in the control panel to switch between global perspective and detail perspective. One user suggested showing meeting transcript as one moves mouse to a particular point on the timeline, as it helps navigate through a more detailed summary and find information quickly.

6.1.4 Task Icons Work as Reminders

Regarding the task icons, feedback was uniformly positive; users thought these straightforwardly represent group contract of decisions and commitments. “I think the triangles are really helpful. Because in the end, we were like, ‘okay, this is what
we need to get done.” This is a really good reminder of what has been assigned” (G1P5). Users usually remembered their own task(s), but rarely recalled those of others. “The visualization reminded me what tasks were assigned to who, which is very important” (G4P3).

Task tooltips were reviewed by all users. One user suggested that task reminders should be sent to each participant’s smart phone, which could automatically notify them of work assignment before their next regular meeting.

6.2 RQ2: How the System Supported Memory Recall

6.2.1 It’s a Self-Contained Meeting Summary

Users mostly thought MeetingVis provides a succinct and efficient way to review the major points and flows of their meetings. “You can see who’s there at first glance. As you progress mouse to mouse, you can see how the conversation progresses by the frequency of the words. Good simplicity, good intuition for big picture scale” (G2P4). “Even if it’s just the lines, I can really tell how much we talked, and who talked. That helped me remember about the topics (in the meeting)” (G5P3). “Audio recordings of meetings are the most monotonous things to listen to. This tool sort gives a transcript without actually transcribing it. You can go through the timeline and realize what happened without having to read the whole thing or listen to the whole thing” (G3P1).

Through the exploration of the visual retrieval cues such as topic bubbles and task icons, users recalled more specific details, ideas, and sub-discussions. “It made me remember specific images or specific scenes of what happened, I remember [G1P6] talking specifically” (G1P4). “Even though I have a good memory on this [meeting]. This is definitely helpful. So the big points I definitely remember. But sometimes I don’t remember how I got to that topic in the first place, or what happened next necessarily. By looking at the smaller ones, it helped me remember smaller details that I wouldn’t remember otherwise” (G1P5).

Some users noted that while our system supports the recall of the “big picture” or “overview” of a meeting, it didn’t help much in remembering sensory information of the discussion (see Sensory Details rating in Fig. 5, $\mu = 2.89$, $\sigma = 1.32$). “It’s trying to give you an at-a-glance view of the event. It doesn’t leave as much room for details. The only really big [drawback] I see is the loss of detail, for example, sound” (G4P4). “The aspect of tone is not really covered in this. I don’t know if someone is necessarily angry. I wish there’s a way to analyze emotion, like how their tone of voice is.” (G1P3).

6.2.2 It Shows Different Discussion Structures

The visualization results show different discussion structures from group discussions. Participants were able to recall their participation and evaluate the productivity accordingly. For example, Fig. 6a shows the meeting result of G3, which presents two “cold” word clouds, which are colored light blue. These suggest that several participants were not involved in these sub-discussions and the discussion during this time period might not be an effective, cohesive one. Several participants commented on this chart, “it’s a lot of information, so the coherence perhaps is not fully there at least for me to interpret it” (G3P1). “I think overall its helpful, but maybe missing some keywords [from the word clouds]” (G5P1).

We found different participation patterns when comparing the visualizations of charity event planning meetings of group G4 (see Fig. 6b) and G5 (Fig. 6c). For G4, the thickness of participant lines shows that different phases in the meeting were led by specific users. “Having things split up into different phases, that’s very nice. I had in my mind, we went through phases, and then being able to go back and see some of the main things we talked about. The different phases help as well” (G4P1). For G5, the thickness of participant lines suggests that the red participant was leading the whole meeting session while other participants had less opportunities to discuss and express their thoughts. “It provides you with a structure to...
the meeting. Maybe I wanna improve and be a better participant next time, I can see what makes me less engaged in the meeting.” (G5P2).

### 6.2.3 It Acts as a Note-Taking Assistant

Many users felt MeetingVis provides a way to replace or at least supplement manual note-taking. Although an auto-generated meeting summary might produce mismatched results or biased key points, it reduces cognitive load and provides an adaptable base. “A lot of times with meetings, you’ll have somebody take notes and you’ll send out meeting minutes. Probably nobody gonna read through that entire email, it has to be summarized. And rather than somebody writing up and customizing summaries, and instead what you do is somebody would say ‘here’s the automatic layout, let’s rearrange this a little bit’” (G4P1).

For meetings that are regularly scheduled, two users mentioned this tool could help better plan for future discussions. “Normally, I might have just written down my task for the next meeting without recalling much of the thought process behind the tasks we came up with. With the visualization tool, I was able to remember more of the ideas we explored, which might help us in the next meeting not to waste time going over ideas we already thought about, or remembering why we came to certain decisions” (G5P2).

### 6.3 RQ3: How Users Refined the Automated Visual Summary

#### 6.3.1 Less-Important Topics were Deleted, not Ignored

All users performed a combination of adding labels to topics, adjusting bubble colors, and playing with topic start/stop times. Seven users deleted topics that they felt were unimportant (smaller topics). “I think I would delete the topics. There were several times we did sidetrack on particular topic (G4P5). “I found these ‘tweener’ topics contains a mix of keywords from the larger surrounding (topic) bubbles (G4P2).

Three users actually added new topics, “having the option to create a new topic is helpful. Maybe in between here, we could have smaller ones that didn’t get caught but we know where they were” (G1P5). One user remarked that our visual design and interface was a good way to make the summary presentation-worthy: “That’s really helpful if I wanted to edit the meeting and show it to my boss” (G5P2).

#### 6.3.2 Less-Important Keywords Were Ignored, not Deleted

Interestingly, only a few users (3/19) actually inserted or removed keywords into the topic word clouds. Instead of deleting keywords that were not seen as relevant to the topic, users tended to adjust the weights of them within the word cloud (that is, make them larger or smaller). Fourteen users performed this action on keywords for at least one topic. One reason could be to its perceived context. For example, when de-weighting a word, users explained that even if it was frequently spoken and thus highly weighted by our system, contextually it might be an aside to the main discussion at hand: “Some of the representation might be a little bit misleading. ‘Bricks’ is actually a little larger than some other stuff. ‘Nugget’ was definitely more important than ‘bricks’, ‘bricks’ we’re mostly joking about. We actually did spend a fair amount of time talking about it even though it’s less important for a meeting” (G4P1).

### 7 DISCUSSION

We discuss design implications from our user study, limitations in our current work, and plausible future research directions.

#### 7.1 Narrative Structure in Meeting Summary

MeetingVis performs a straightforward mapping of the five selected meeting elements to visual encodings. One concern raised by participants was that these retrieval cues are limited in showing some of the more nuanced aspects of their discussions, such as the fine-grained context and topic sentiments. For example, adding sensory details such as how speaker tones and emotional valence change would be instructive, as the underlying meaning of words can be interpreted different ways depending on a speaker’s inflection.

Different architectural models of narrative schemas can be explored in allowing for more varieties and complexities of meetings. León [38] proposed that in storing episodic content, the memory units are linked by narrative relations (i.e., time, location, causality, agency, abstraction and composition). In applying this theory to MeetingVis, topics discussed can further be organized based on their causal relations with regard to preconditions and effect. A causality network can be constructed to reveal a meeting’s path towards its conclusion or the train of thoughts of the participants (e.g., [39]).

Alternatively, different levels of abstraction can be applied to the topics, allowing hierarchical investigation of discussion details. For example, conventional data points commonly found in meeting browsers can be considered. Several subjects requested the ability to play back audio and video snippets from conversation, or be able to access specific speech transcript sections as a “details on demand” component, which supports expanding a specific timeframe and contextualizing a key point.

#### 7.2 Visualizations of Multi-Party Discourse

The current design of MeetingVis adapts the storyline visualization idiom, which is typically reserved for movie plots, to a new and practical context; it shows who is talking about what topics at what time in a meeting. One of the strengths of storylines is the diverging and merging lines along the vertical axis as characters move between several groups or categories over time. In contrast, MeetingVis has no parallel representation as all participants are assumed to only be discussing one topic at a time.

We suggest further exploring the design space of narrative visualization to convey stories using meeting data [40] (e.g., annotated charts [41]). For example, the synthetic, charity meetings generally had more back-and-forth conflict between participants. Instead of using discrete topic bubbles, ThemeRiver-based visualization [42] could help users identify if participants reach consensus during the meeting. The overall argumentative variation such as idea merging, branching, and interleaving, can be represented as a flow graph (e.g., [43], [44]) behind the storyline.
We evaluated our system with discussion groups of small size. As the number of participants increase (e.g., research meeting with international partners usually reach more than 20 participants), storylines can have perceptual issues when too many lines are simultaneously plotted. To ensure scalability for large group discussions, level-of-detail (LOD) techniques are worth exploring [45]). For example, for participants who share the same opinion, their lines can be bundled together to represent an opinion group.

### 7.3 Visual Encodings of Meeting Elements

In our design, the word clouds present the extracted keywords, the lines visualize participants, and the triangle glyph shows tasks. According to user feedback, these visual encodings can be improved.

In future MeetingVis versions, we are considering to replace word clouds with multi-word phrases or sampled quotes to provide a better recall support for a topic. In addition to font size, other visual channels, such as font color intensity, the use of additional marks, and spatial layout [46], can be explored to show the importance of keywords.

One participant suggested that showing lines leaving and re-entering topic bubbles is not a straightforward representation of inactive participation. Linear diagrams [47] can be used as an alternative to spatially group participants; line breaks will then denote inactive meeting participants.

MeetingVis can be generalized to other forms of multi-party discourse by introducing new glyphs for characteristic interactive events. For example, we tested MeetingVis in a different context by collecting and visualizing data from our lab’s messaging application: Slack. In analyzing its group discussions, we noted that sharing digital links and resources is common. Augmenting MeetingVis with “resource glyphs” that attach to the storyline is one way to handle this.

### 7.4 Collaborative Refinement for a Full Meeting Picture

A comprehensive meeting summary can provide new insights for decision-making and retrospection. In the explore phase, we observed that our MeetingVis users had a tendency to refine cues that were more immediately relevant to their own participatory experience, such as the sub-discussions, keywords, and tasks they were involved in. To develop a full picture, it is important to gather the scattered refinements from different participants and reconstruct a full, holistic meeting experience.

To support synchronous refinement activities, a collaborative workspace that enables organization, sharing, and coordination of modifications can be integrated (e.g., [48]). This would allow for iteratively merging and connecting separate edits collected from multiple users, adding them to the auto-generated meeting summary. In such scenarios, it will be important to provide views showing edit histories to see what has been changed from the default summary. When detecting matching or conflicted edits regarding a specific meeting point, a matched graph can be built to evaluate and analyze these retrieved details from different sources (e.g., [49]). Meeting notes or additional resources could also be included to validate the effectiveness of these changes.

### 7.5 Comparative Analysis of Meeting Sequence

Effective analysis of previous meetings can have a positive influence on the planning of future work. Our current user study solicited users’ first impressions with MeetingVis. While the preliminary results indicate we are on the right path, it would be more practically useful to conduct a longer-term evaluation. For example, group meetings held according to a regular schedule over a long-term period can be processed and pieced together to form a linked set of visual summaries. Comparative analysis (e.g., [50]) of multiple meeting sequences can help users reflect on participation, contribution, and collaboration at both individual and group levels.

Various visual cues in our design are beneficial in reminding participants of individual responsibilities, commitments, and involvements. As shown in Fig. 3, if Charizard who mainly contributed to only one topic wants to be more active, he can review the visual summary and reflect on what makes him less engaged in the meeting. If multiple meeting summaries are available, he can trace his performance along a sequence of summaries to see how he makes progressions over time.

At the group level, we believe our tool is adaptable for large-scale project development. Comparative analysis of visual meeting summaries could facilitate review of a project’s history, evolution and development. Through the observation of differences in conversational patterns and the exploration of strategies adopted by the participants, a group can gain insight on whose contributions led to certain design decisions, how collaboration improves synergy effects, and how previous projects can be used to make better decisions in the future.

### 7.6 Limitations

Our study reveals a few limitations with the initial version of MeetingVis. First, we use ASR to transcribe participant speech. To ensure valid results, we asked two external auditors to compare these results by checking them against the meeting’s recording. In real scenarios, accuracy can decrease due to, for example, heterodox speaking styles. Regional variation, speech tempo, and slang use all act as confounding factors against accurately capturing keywords. Second, to ensure the accuracy of speaker recognition, participants were instructed to speak one at a time. However, in lively discussions, participants certainly tend to talk simultaneously. The use of more advanced audio capturing hardware and emerging NLP methods with better multi-user handling could provide some improvement.

### 8 Conclusion

As real-world problem solving is often done with a collective effort through multiple rounds of deliberation on design ideas and test results, a technology like MeetingVis that can facilitate more productive group discussion is timely and desirable. We have demonstrated the use of a visual, narrative approach to organize and present essential meeting elements in a lightweight, intuitive, and informative manner can improve meeting recall and prompt attendees to reflect on their prior participation, contributions, and overall collaboration within the discussion. Our work has
provided a good proof of concept and our findings can help direct further research, which may include employing multi-modal sensing and advanced natural language processing techniques as well as designing multiple representations of different aspects of the captured knowledge and collaborative activities.
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